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ABSTRACT
One of the most important aspects of multi-agent systems
is communication. Among the communication techniques in
multi-agent systems, argumentation-based approaches have
received special interest from the community, because they
provide a rich form of communication by means of agents
exchanging arguments. However, the additional information
exchanged by agents could have an extra weight on the com-
munication infrastructure, restricting the usage of argumen-
tation techniques. In this work, we introduce an argumen-
tation framework whereby agents are able to exchange fewer
and shorter messages when engaging in dialogues by omit-
ting information that is common knowledge (e.g., informa-
tion about a shared multi-agent organisation). In particular,
we use the idea of enthymemes, as well as referring to shared
argumentation schemes (i.e., reasoning patterns from which
such arguments were instantiated) and common organisa-
tional knowledge to guide argument reconstruction. We ar-
gue that the approach makes argumentation-based commu-
nication more efficient in the sense that agents can exchange
fewer messages with shorter content, yet without any loss in
the intended arguments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Enthymemes are arguments in which one or more state-

ments — which are part of the argument — are not explicitly
stated, i.e., they are arguments with “missing premises” or
even“missing conclusions”[19]. They are realistic arguments
in the sense that real-world arguments (i.e., arguments used
by humans) usually do not have enough explicitly-presented
premises for the entailment of the claim [1]. This is because
there is common knowledge that can be assumed by the ar-
guers which allows them to encode arguments into a shorter
message by ignoring the common knowledge [1]. Further,
when an agent receives an enthymeme, it can deduce the in-
tended argument, in a process of reconstruction of such ar-
gument, looking for the missing parts, assumptions, etc., in
order to recover its intended meaning [5]. However, attribut-
ing unstated information to an arguer is a dangerous form
of inference, given that this depends on interpreting what
the arguer presumably meant to say [19], and this needs
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to be treated carefully, in order not to change the actual
meaning of exchanged arguments. Changing the meaning of
arguments uttered by agents in multi-agent systems could
be disastrous, considering the rigour expected in multi-agent
communication techniques.

Although using enthymemes can be dangerous in distort-
ing the meaning of arguments in agent communication, if the
involved process can ensure that arguments do not lose the
intended meaning, enthymemes can be beneficial for agent
communication, allowing agents to exchange only the essen-
tial information needed for a particular purpose. In this
work, in order to deal with this inherent problem in using
enthymemes, we propose to use argumentation schemes [19]
as common organisational knowledge to guide the construc-
tion of enthymemes by the proponent of arguments, as well
as to guide the reconstruction of the intended argument by
the recipients of those enthymemes. Thus, agents are able
to exchange only the content that is essential for them to
understand each other through argumentation-based com-
munication, and it can be ensured that the arguments will
not lose content or the intended meaning.

2. ARGUMENTATION SCHEMES IN
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

In our work, argumentation schemes are shared by
agents through the organisational specification or seman-
tic databases [3], representing domain dependent reasoning
patterns. Examples of domain dependent argumentation
schemes are found in [17, 12, 16].

To exemplify our approach, we use the argumentation
schemes Argument from Position to Know [18], but here
making reference to organisational concepts: “Agent ag is
currently playing role R (its position) that implies knowing
things on a certain subject domain S containing proposi-
tion A [Major Premise]. ag asserts that A (in domain
S) is true (or false) [Minor Premise]. A is true (or false)
[Conclusion]”.

The associated critical questions are: CQ1: Does playing
role R imply knowing whether A holds? CQ2: Is ag an
honest (trustworthy, reliable) source? CQ3: Did ag just
assert that A is true (or false)? CQ4: Is ag playing role R?

Definition 1 (Argumentation Scheme). An argu-
mentation scheme is a tuple 〈SN , C,P, CQ〉 with SN the
argumentation scheme name (which must be unique within
the system), C the conclusion of the argumentation scheme,
P the premises, and CQ the associated critical questions.
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Argumentation schemes can be represented in structured
argumentation using defeasible inferences, as described
in [13]. The argumentation scheme above could be resented
as the following defeasible inference, based on [8, 10]:

role(Ag, R), knows(R, S), asserts(Ag, A), about(A, S)⇒ A

Agents instantiate arguments from argumentation
schemes using the private and public knowledge available
to them. We use ∆Org to represent organisational informa-
tion, ∆AS the shared argumentation schemes, and ∆agi to
represent all knowledge available to agent agi.

Definition 2 (Argument). An argument is a tuple
〈S, c〉θsni , where sni is the name of the argumentation scheme
used, θ is a most general unifier for the premises in P and
the agent’s current belief base, S is the set of premises and
the inference rule of the scheme used to draw c (the conclu-
sion of the argument). That is, S includes all instantiated
premises from P — i.e., for all p ∈ P, pθ ∈ S — as well as
the inference rule corresponding to the scheme (P ⇒ C); the
conclusion c is the instantiation Cθ such that S |= c.

For example, imagine that all agents know that
an agent named john is playing the role of a doc-

tor — role(john, doctor) — within the organisational
structure. Further, the agents know that doctors
know about cancer — knows(doctor, cancer). There-
fore, if john asserts that “smoking causes cancer”
— asserts(john, causes(smoking, cancer)), and causes
of cancer are a subject matter related to cancer
— about(causes(smoking, cancer), cancer), all agents
are able to conclude that smoking causes cancer —
causes(smoking, cancer). In this example, the organisa-
tional structure within the system ensures that all agents
know that agent john plays role doctor within that organi-
sational structure, and that doctors know about cancer, be-
cause it is one of the features of that role. Also, they might
know that causes of cancer are a subject related to cancer,
for example given the domain knowledge shared by them in
the system. However, not all agents will know that the agent
john has asserted that smoking causes cancer, just the ones
john has communicated with.

3. ENTHYMEMES

Definition 3 (Enthymeme). Let 〈S, c〉θsn be an ac-
ceptable argument to agent agi. An enthymeme for 〈S, c〉θsn is
a tuple 〈S′, c〉θsn, where S′ ⊂ S and S′ ⊆ (∆agi \(∆Org∪∆AS)).

In our example, an argument contains, in its support, all
premises and inference rules needed to entail the conclusion,
and it could be constructed as (we use [ and ] to delimit
the inference rules):

〈{role(john,doctor), knows(doctor,cancer),

asserts(john,causes(smoking,cancer)),

about(causes(smoking,cancer),cancer), [role(Ag,R),

knows(R,S), asserts(Ag,A), about(A,S) ⇒ A]},

causes(smoking,cancer)〉θposition_to_know
where θ = {Ag 7→ john, R 7→ doctor, S 7→ cancer, A 7→
causes(smoking, cancer)}. The corresponding enthymeme
is as follows (considering the common knowledge presented
in Figure 1):

Figure 1: Constructing arguments using argumen-
tation schemes and organisational information.

〈{asserts(john,causes(smoking,cancer)),
about(causes(smoking,cancer),cancer)]},

causes(smoking,cancer)〉θposition_to_know
Based on the label position_to_know and the most

general unifier θ, an agent receiving that enthymeme is
able to identify the missing premises and therefore con-
clude that causes(smoking,cancer), given that all miss-
ing premises are organisational information and, therefore,
common knowledge. Making reference to shared argu-
mentation schemes and using well defined speech acts for
argumentation-based communication (e.g., [11, 9]), agents
are able to (i) exchange less content; (ii) exchange fewer
messages; and (iii) both agents, sender and receiver, will
have the same understanding of the uttered arguments.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced an argumentation frame-

work, where agents exchange only the information needed
to ensure that both sides, the proponent and recipient,
will have the same understanding of the uttered argu-
ments. Our approach allows agents to exchange fewer mes-
sages with shorter content, which could be very useful both
for making argumentation-based communication more ef-
ficient as well as avoiding network overload. Improving
the efficiency of argumentation-based communication has
potential impact in applications using argumentation tech-
niques, and decreasing network usage can support applica-
tions that depend on restricted network bandwidth, for ex-
ample applications running on mobile devices such as [14,
4]. Our approach, even though it has been based on the
organisation-centred paradigm — i.e., using organisational
information and argumentation schemes as common organi-
sational knowledge, other approaches to describing common
knowledge such as [2, 1] could also be used without major
changes.

In future work, we intend to investigate the role of trust
relations among agents, including how information on trust
could be used in agent interaction using enthymemes. For
example, an agent could accept arguments received from a
reliable source even without all the premises needed to draw
that particular claim. Thus agents could take advantage of
the trust relation, exchanging even shorter content for those
trusted agents. Examples of work combining argumentation
with information about trust can be found in [12, 15, 6, 7].
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